
Grasmere Academy - Project Medium Term Planning

Term : Autumn (Precision - Science) Project Question: What are the secrets of our universe? Year group: 4/5

Summary of the project:

Mini Outcome 1: Children to recreate Van Gogh’s ‘Starry Night’ using Sketches School and then by using Oil Pastels- Chn will then compare and contrast the two mediums.

Mini Outcome 2: Children to create an original composition on GarageBand in the style of BBC 10 Pieces- Gustav Holst Mars from the Planets.

Final outcome: Children will create a digital explanation of the planets to share in an assembly or with another class in school (Bubble situation dependent)

The children will create a digital explanation on a platform of their choice- Numbers/Keynote/Clips/AR Makr. In this the children will use their original compositions (music).

Literacy Genres- Adventure Tale, Kennings poems and Biography.

Maths Units- Number and Place Value, Addition and Subtraction. (Trio Time/Basic Skills: Time, measuring units and volume)

What do we want children to know by the end of this project?

Science

Space

- To describe the movement of the earth and other planets relative to the sun in the solar system.

- To describe the movement of the moon relative to the earth.

- To describe the sun, earth and the moon as approximately spherical bodies.

- To use the idea of the earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the apparent movement of the sun across the sky.

- To identify all the phases in the cycle of the moon.

- To identify any misconceptions such as- the earth is flat, the sun is a planet, the sun rotates around the earth, the sun

moves across the sky during the day, the moon appears only at night, the night is caused by the moon getting in the

way of the sun or the sun moving further away from the earth.

Forces

- Children can explain that unsupported objects fall towards the earth because of the force of gravity acting between

the earth and the falling object.

- To identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction, that act between moving surfaces.

- To recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears allow a smaller force to have a greater effect.

- To identify any misconceptions such as- forces always act in pairs which are equal and opposite, smooth surfaces have

no friction, objects always travel better on smooth surfaces, a non-moving object has no forces acting on it and heavy

objects sink and light objects float.

Art

Drawing

- To produce increasingly accurate

freehand drawings and paintings

- To understand the concept of

perspective and understand pencil

grades.

- To understand the use of positive

and negative shapes.

- To explore the effect of light on

objects.

Colour

- To show tones, shade and mood.

- To be able to use key vocab such as

tone, shade and mood to describe

colours.

- To mix colour accurately.

- To explore the use of texture.

DT

- Chn to select from and use a

wider range of tools are

equipment to perform practical

tasks.

- Chn to select from and use a wide

range of materials and

components including

construction materials.

- To apply their understanding of

how to strengthen, stiffen and

reinforce more complex

structures.

- To generate ideas through

brainstorming.

- To make labelled drawings from

different views showing specific

features.

- To develop a key idea of what has

to be done, planning how to use

materials and considering

alternative matters if initial step

fails.

Famous Scientist - Newton and Galileo (Forces) Margaret Hamilton, Stephen Hawking, Tim Peake, Mae Jamison, Neil

Armstrong and Helen Sharman (Space)

Artist - Vincent Van Gogh



Music

Chn are to compose a piece of music to be

used in final outcome- Creating a digital

explanation of the planets.

- BBC 10 Pieces- Gustav Holst Mars

from the Planets. Chn to use this as

inspiration.

- Chn to manipulate and structure

sounds to create an original

composition.

- Chn to select appropriate

instruments and use tempo,

duration, pitch and dynamics.

- To compare and contrast 2 songs

and talk about what stands out

musically in each of them.

- Chn to learn to sing partner songs

- Perform call and response songs.

Computing

Computer Science- Year 2 Coding

- To understand what algorithms are;

how they are implemented as

programs on digital devices; and that

programs execute by following

precise and unambiguous

instructions.

- To create and debug simple

programs.

- To use logical reasoning to predict

the behaviour of simple programs.

- (Everyone Can Code- Code 1) Tynker

App.

Information Technology

- To use, with support, technology

purposefully to create, organise,

store, manipulate and retrieve

digital content (Ongoing).

Digital Literacy

- To understand that technology allows

you to quickly access information

from a range of sources.

French

- Numbers past 10.

- Colours

- All about me

- My home and family

- Greetings (recap)

Technical elements

- Hello/Goodbye

- How are you?

- I am…

- I live in…

- I live with…

RE

- The Christmas Story (Christianity)

- To explore Hanukkah (Judaism)

PE

Autumn 1- Swimming

Autumn 2- Gymnastics

Which words and phrases do we want children to recall and define by the end of this project

Science

Space

Asteroid, comet, galaxy, heliocentric, leap year, meteor

rite, orbit, planet, revolve, solar system, star, time

zones, universe, Phases of the moon: waxing, waning,

total eclipse, full moon, new moon, gibbous, crescent,

half moon, night, day.

Forces

Contact, direction, friction, force gear, gravity, lever,

motion, pivot, pulley, resistance, simple machine, speed,

connection.

Art

Light, dark, shade, tone,

direction, reflect, contrast,

subtle, positive, negative,

monotone and texture.

Music

Legato, staccato, rests,

dotted notes, forte, piano,

verse, chorus, bridge,

pitch, intro, outdo,

harmony and unison.

D&T

Design, purpose, develop,

generate, model,

communicate, technology,

create, prototype,

structure, stronger, stiffer,

annotate, exploded

diagram.

Computing

Algorithm,

bug,coding,command,

conditional statement,

action, debugging,

developer, event, loop,

sequence.

RE



In order to ensure all children can achieve - what pre teaching/learning will need to occur?  What prior knowledge will they need?

Science

Space

- Observe changes across the four seasons (Y1- Seasonal change)

- To observe and scribe weather associated with the seasons and how day length varies (Y1- Seasonal change)

Forces

- To compare how things move on different surfaces (Y3- forces and magnets)

- To notice that some forces need contact between two objects, but that magnetic forces can act at a distance.

- To observe how magnets attract and repel each other.

- To compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the basis of whether they are attracted to a magnet

and be able to identify some magnetic materials.

- To describe magnets as having two poles.

- To predict whether two magnets will attract or repel each other depending on which poles are facing.

Art

- Be able to colour mix

- Be able to draw from observation

- Draw initial sketches in

preparation

- Use a pencil to draw and design

shapes.

DT

- Design purposeful, functional,

appealing products for

themselves and other users

based on design criteria.

- To generate ideas and consider

its purpose and audience.

- To plan the order of their work

before starting.

- To Explore, develop and

communicate design proposals

by modelling ideas.

Music

- Chn should be familiar with the use

of GarageBand.

- To create music in response to a

non-musical stimulus.

Computing

- To recognise common uses of IT

beyond school.

- To use technology safely and

respectfully.

- Be familiar with key vocab such as

‘coding’.

French

- Basic Greetings

- Knowledge of number 1-10.

RE PE



Which visits,visitors and special experiences will we organise to secure

children’s knowledge ?

Which books will help the children secure and think more deeply about

the knowledge in this project?

Reading Spine

Autumn 1 Autumn 2

Wonder - R J Palacio The Land of Roar- Jenny McLachlan

Driving Texts

Fiction Non Fiction Poetry

Lights on Cotton Rock by David

Litchfield.

The Barnabus Project by The Fan

Brothers (Guided Reading- PSHE

link)

FaRther- Grahame Baker-Smith

Little people, Big dreams: Stephen

Hawking

Hidden Figures- Margot Lee

Shetterley

Where once we stood- Christopher

Riley

Shaping the World- 40 Historical

Heroes in Verse- Liz Brownlee

Poems from a Green and Blue

Planet- Sabrina Mahfouz

How will we exhibit our learning?  How will we present our learning from each subject?

Science: Throughout the term the children will continue to update a learning journal on Numbers- This will start with a knowledge organiser as well as things they already know and things they would like to

find out. Children will update this weekly. By the end of the term- the children will have their learning journey showing their understanding and showcasing work from throughout the term using

links/images/voicenotes and videos.

Breakdown of weeks for Project sessions

Space and forces

(6 weeks)

- Chn to explore ‘Little people, big dreams: Stephen Hawking’ in Guided Reading.

Space

- To know about and explain the movement of the earth and other planets relative to the sun.

- To know about and explain the movement of the moon relative to the earth.

- To describe the sun, earth and the moon using the term spherical.

- To know and demonstrate how night and day are created.

- Chn to explore key figures such as Margaret Hamilton, Stephen Hawking, Tim Peake, Mae Jamison, Neil

Armstrong and Helen Sharman.

- SOLE: How does the size of the meteor affect the size of the crater? How could you organise the

objects in the solar system into groups? Is there a pattern between the size of the planet and the time

that it takes to travel around the sun? How do astronomers know what stars are made of? How have our

ideas about the solar system changed over time?

Forces

- I know what gravity is and the impact it has on our lives.

- I can identify and know about the effect that water resistance, air resistance and friction has.



- I can explain how levers, pulleys and gears allow a smaller force to have a greater effect

- Chn to explore key scientists such as Newton and Galileo

- SOLE: Do all objects fall through water in the same way? How do submarines sink if they are full of air?

How does the surface area of an object affect the time it takes to sink?

Art

(2 Week)

- Chn to explore the artist ‘Vincent Van Gogh’ and his artwork.

- Chn will be able to identify emotions through his artwork.

- To create a piece of art in a different medium- Chn to use ‘Sketches School’ app to recreate Van

Gogh’s ‘Starry Night’ Piece.

- Chn will then recreate using oil pastels.

- Chn to compare and contrast art pieces

Computing

(4 Weeks)

Music

Digital Literacy

Information Technology

Computer Science- Year 2 Coding

- To recap the concept of coding

- To understand the goals of the sessions/outcome

- To understand the purpose of a working wall

- With increasing independence, learn how to use Seesaw, pages, keynote and numbers.

- To describe what sequences are

- To construct sequences based on a familiar story and the code using a sequence.

- To build a step by step sequence.

- To understand what a loop is.

- To identify where a loop can make an instruction more efficient.

- To understand why a loop is powerful and code with loops.

- To describe what debugging is and demonstrate the use of debugging in an everyday situation.

- To explore events and actions and code using them.

- Use IF statements in everyday life and in coding and understand the effect.

- To write an algorithm to solve a problem

- Tynker App and Everyone Can Code

Project links- computing and science

- The use of the Night Sky app to understand the placement of stars in our solar system

- Numbers app- Science Portfolio- Organising and features of the planets (Identifying and classifying and

pattern seeking)

- Use of Numbers app to create learning journey.

- AR Makr- Augmented Reality- Children to identify the position of the planets.

- Keynote/numbers- Chn to create fact files about key figures linked to Space and Forces (Group Work)

- Chatterpix App- Chn to create an explanation of Gravity using Newton’s image.

- Garageband- Create and original composition based on BBC 10 Pieces (1 Week)

- Numbers- Record Science experiments

- Camera- Record science experiments (Slo-Mo)

- Sketches School App- Art

R.E/French/P.E- Onging throughout the term. - French- Greetings at registration time

- PE - Swimming

- RE- Hanukkah (Judaism)

- Christmas story (Christian)

D.T

(1 week)

- Chn to make a constellation using wire.


